
 

Bharati Vidyapeeth (Deemed to be University), Pune 
 

RULES AND REGULATIONS of Remote Proctored Entrance Test 
 

Overview:  

Rules for the remote proctored entrance test: 

1. Candidates will take the entrance test under remote proctored mode on predetermined 
date/time from a secured environment. (Refer to Do and Don’ts section for more 
information). 

2. Candidates should login to the system 45 minutes before the entrance test start time.  
3. Candidate has to click the spot photograph using the integrated camera or external web 

camera.  
4. Candidate has to click the photograph of the government issued photo id in the same was as 

photograph was clicked. 
5. Proctor sitting on the remote location will verify the uploaded photograph on the 

registration portal with the photograph clicked and the photo id.  
6. You will have to wait till the proctor approves you for the entrance test. 
7. Once the identity is approved you will be allowed to start the exam. 
8. Exam duration is of 90 minutes. 
9. Under remote proctoring candidate’s activities will be monitored using webcam, mic etc. 

Computer screen, browser, mouse, keyboard etc. will be monitored. 
10. Proctor, if required, can convey information/ instructions to the candidate using chat box. 
11. If a candidate indulges in unfair practices/suspicious acts, the proctor will intervene and 

warn the candidate through chat box or can cancel/stop the entrance test immediately as 
the case may be. 

12. Proctor can block or debar you if found doing anything unethical. 
 
Minimum System Requirement: 
 
I)  Desktop/Laptop: 
 

• Browser: Google Chrome version 80 & above, with cookies & popups enabled   

• Video/Audio: Webcam min. 1.3 MP and a good quality Mic is required   

• Operating system: Windows 8 or 10 

• RAM & Processor: 4 GB+ RAM, i3 5th Generation 2.2 Ghz or equivalent/higher   

• Pop-up blocker: Disabled 
• Uninterrupted power supply ( UPS/ Inverter, etc)  

 
II) Internet Connection: 
 

• Dedicated Internet and Internet Bandwidth of min. 2 MBPS (4G/ Wifi) or above 

 



Entrance Test not allowed on mobiles or tablets 
 
Do and Don’ts: 
 

1. The candidate will take the entrance test from a secured environment. 
i. Place having desk and chair preferably with plain backdrop (area behind the candidate) 

with adequate lighting so that the candidate is visible to the proctor. The place should 
be noise free with no public movement in the surroundings. All the items should be 
removed from the desk except computer/external webcam (if internal webcam is not 
available) /keyboard/mouse, other permitted items, if any. 

ii. Entrance test will not be conducted if the entrance test area is a Public place, a noisy 
environment, having inadequate lighting, having public movement in entrance test 
area/around the candidate, having other computer or similar device in the entrance test 
area. 
iii. The entrance test cannot be taken sitting on a couch, bed or on the floor. 

2. Candidates will take entrance test on a registered date/time from a secured environment. 
Candidate who tries to appear after the scheduled entrance test date/time will not be 
allowed to appear for the entrance test. 

3. Candidates should login to the system 45 minutes before the entrance test start time. The 
proctor will approve 10 mins prior to exam scheduled time 

4. No other persons are allowed other than the candidate in the entrance test area during the 
duration. 

5. Candidate must keep ready his/her original photo identity card that has name and photo on 
the same side, admit letter. 

6. Candidates must dress decently. 
7. Candidates must not talk to anyone during the entrance test period or talk/read to oneself 

loudly. 
8. In case of emergency he/she can talk to helpdesk in case of any technical issue with 

permission from proctor. 
9. Candidates must not use headphones, ear buds, or any other type of listening equipment. 
10. Candidates must not communicate with any other person by any means. 
11. Candidates must not use any phone for any reason. 
12. Candidates must not leave the room/entrance test area during the entrance test for any 

reason without the permission of the proctor. Leaving the room/entrance test area or 
moving to another room/area during the entrance test for any reason will be treated as a 
violation of entrance test rules. 

13. Candidates must not setup the computer at the time of entrance test. All the settings need 
to done much before the entrance test time and tested properly. For any failure of the 
computer system during the entrance test period, university will not be responsible and 
candidate will lose his/her attempt. 

14. Candidates must not switch off the webcam or mic or cover the webcam during the 
entrance test. 

15. Candidates must not navigate away from entrance test window.    
16. Candidate’s face must be positioned in the middle of the camera view and candidate’s face 

must be visible throughout the entrance test. 
17. Don't Position camera too low, too high or hooked onto a different monitor. Weird camera 

angles can be very distracting -- and unflattering -- during entrance test. The candidate 
should make sure that the camera is at eye level and on the monitor which is used for the 
entrance test. 

18. Candidate must not look away from laptop/desktop screen, must face computer screen. 



19. Candidate must not seek any assistance or refer study material/mobile/ for answering the 
questions. 

20. Candidate must ensure that he/she has attempted every question and reviewed the 
accuracy of his/her answers before submitting the paper. Once submitted (even by mistake), 
re-entrance test will not be permitted. 

21. On the entrance test day candidate is advised to ensure that the Laptop is fully charged and 
in case of Desktop it is connected to an uninterrupted power source for smooth conduct of 
entrance test. 

22. Candidates are not permitted to logout/switch-off the computer for the sake of going to 
washroom and if they log out/switch-off, re-login will not be permitted. 

23. Candidates will be allowed to use battery operated portable calculator during the entrance 
test. The calculator can be of any type up to 8 functions i.e. (Addition, Subtraction, 
Multiplication, Division, Percentage, Sq. root, Tax+ and Tax-), having 12 digits. Attempt to 
use any other type of calculator not complying with the specifications indicated above or 
having more features than mentioned above shall tantamount to use of unfair means. 
Scientific/Financial calculator is NOT allowed. 

 
Debarment/Cancellation of entrance test: 
 
1) If a candidate indulges in unfair practices/suspicious acts, the proctor will intervene 

and warn or cancel the test. 
2) For any case of misconduct, the proctor can warn/cancel the test immediately as the 

case may be. 
3) For any unfair act (cheating) during the entrance test, the result of such entrance 

test may be cancelled and he/she will be liable for punishment. University will also 
inform the employer of the candidate by giving the details of unfair practice and 
punishment levied on the candidate. 

4) If the unfair act is determined after the entrance test, the result of such entrance 
test will be cancelled and he/she will be liable for punishment. 

5) If any candidate attempts copying onscreen question, takes photoshots or violates 
any of the entrance test rules, it will be considered to be an act of misconduct and 
he/she will be liable for punishment. 

 
Privacy:   
 
During the remote proctored entrance test, Images/Videos/Sounds of the candidates and their 
computer systems will be captured and stored for entrance test proctoring purposes. It is envisaged 
that candidates who register for the remote proctored entrance test agree for the same. 
 

All the very best for the examination!! 

 

Best Wishes, 
Bharati Vidyapeeth (Deemed to be University) 
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What is Remote Proctored Examination? 

Remote proctored examination allows a candidate to appear for the examination at a location of his/her choice while ensuring the integrity of 

the examination. These systems require students to confirm their identity and during the examination the system monitors examinees through 

video, mic, etc. looking for behavioral aspect which can lead to unfair practices (cheating). The candidates would be under a Remote Proctored 

supervision of a Proctor and will have to adhere to the rules and regulations of such examinations along with the instructions which may be given 

by the Proctor from time to time. These examinations are conducted online over internet using a Desktop/Laptop. Taking the examination using 

any other device viz. mobile, tablets, iPads, etc. is not permitted. 

Which all examinations are available under the remote proctored mode? 

Presently, a candidate can appear for MBA / MHA & MCA. 

 
How to register for the remote proctored examination? 

Candidate will get the registration link details for the entrance test dates which will be activated according to the schedule. Necessary details will 

be communicated in the email. 

I could not get the required date/time slot for the examination at the time of registration, what can I do? 

Please note that the candidate will be scheduled according to the sessions (3 session on 19th July 2020 and 2 sessions on 20th July 2020) (approx. 

300/per time slot) (1 additional session will be in buffer). 

Can I cancel/re-schedule the exam date/time? 

No. You cannot cancel/re-schedule the exam date/time which was selected at the time of registration. 
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What devices can I take my Remote Proctored exam on? 

Remote Proctored exams must be taken either on a laptop or desktop computer. You will not be able to use a tablet or mobile phone or an iPad for 

attempting the examination. 

I do not have PC/Desktop/Laptop, how can I give the exam? 

Candidates will have to arrange for either a Desktop/Laptop for the remote proctored examination. (Please check the Minimum System 

Requirements given in the email) 

 
What are the minimum system requirements to be ensured before attempting the examination in remote proctored mode? 

Candidates will have to ensure the following minimum system configuration without which they won't be able to appear for the examination. 

 

Minimum System Requirements: 

 

 A) Desktop/Laptop: 

• Browser: Google Chrome version 75 & above  

• Video/Audio: Webcam and a good quality Mic is required  

• Operating system: Windows 8 or 10 

• RAM & Processor: 4 GB+ RAM, i3 5th Generation 2.2 Ghz or equivalent/higher  

• Pop-up blocker: Disabled 

• Cookies: Enabled 
 

B) Internet Connection:  

• Dedicated Internet and Internet Bandwidth of min. 2 MBPS (4G/ Wifi) or above + upload speed 
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How do I check whether my Desktop/Laptop is suitable/compatible for remote proctored examination? 

An e-mail will be sent to your registered mail ID  at least 02 working days prior to the scheduled exam date which will contain a link to check the 

system compatibility of your machine so that you can get it fixed before the actual exam date, if needed. Candidates should ensure that the system 

compatibility test is completed successfully, at least one day before the exam date without fail. In case of any technical support needed, you can 

call on the help-desk number 022 – 42706501 Option 9 (between 09:00 am - 05:30 pm) or send a mail to techsupport@nseitonline.com 

If I don’t have a desktop/laptop, can I go to a Cyber café and take the examination? 

It is not advisable to take the exam from Cyber café as the environment at the Cyber café may not be suitable for the examination and in such 

scenario if the proctor finds its unsuitable he may not provide the necessary approval to begin the examination during the verification process 

itself. 

Can I use Mac or Linux PC/Laptop? 

No Mac / Linux. You will have to use either a Desktop or a Laptop with an operating system - Windows 8 or 10. 

If I do not have a webcam/microphone can I take the exam? 

No. You will not be allowed for the examination since during the system compatibility check which would be done on actual exam day as well after 

the candidate has logged in, if the laptop/desktop does not meet the minimum system requirements, then the candidate may not be allowed to 

proceed further by the system. 

I get an error saying “Device not Compatible” while performing the system compatibility check? 

This error occurs if you are using a mobile or a tablet. Please make sure that you take the test from a laptop or a desktop only. 
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I get an error saying “Camera/Microphone not available” 

Close all applications or other tabs in the browser accessing the camera/microphone and reload the browser. 

Click on below links to check whether your system Camera and Microphone are working in Google chrome browser 
https://webcamtests.com/ 

https://www.onlinemictest.com/ 

 

 

 

 

I accidentally blocked access to my Camera and Microphone 

Go to: Chrome -> Settings -> Advanced Settings -> Privacy & Security-> Site Settings -> 

https://webcamtests.com/
https://www.onlinemictest.com/
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To re-allow access to Camera 

Please delete the blocked site as shown below: 

 

 

 

To re-allow access to Microphone 

Please delete the blocked site as shown below: 
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I get an error saying “Your system is too slow" 

This may be due to Cache issue of your browser (to clear the browser cache press ctrl + h and click on “Clear browsing data”) 

Please close all other applications, and restart your system. If you still see the error, then please upgrade to a faster machine. 

RAM 4 GB or More 

Processor i3 5th Generation 2.2Ghz or equivalent/higher 

 

I get an error saying “Your Internet Connection is too slow” 

This error occurs if you don’t have a stable 2Mbps+ connection. 

Please check your network connection and try again. If you are using 3G/4G connection, check that the signal is strong and stable.  
I get an error saying “Browser not compatible” 

This error occurs if you are not using Google Chrome version 80 & above. 

Please install Google Chrome Browser version 80 & above. No beta version allowed.  
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I accidentally closed my browser; my system hanged/got shutdown 

If this issue happens, please access your test again using the original credentials shared with you and call up the Contact numbers provided to 

enable your password. The test will resume from the point where it was last closed. 

I get an error saying “System clock out of sync” 

Correct the system clock and Ensure CMOS battery has not died. 

Will I get an interface to familiarize myself with the exam screen and login process? 

An e-mail will be sent to your registered mail ID  at least 02 working days prior to the scheduled exam date which will contain a link of Practice Test 

to familiarize the candidate with the login process and exam screen. This link will also help you check the system compatibility of your machine so 

that you can get it fixed before the actual exam date, if needed. 

What if I have mistakenly deleted or lost the e-mail containing the username/password for login to the Remote Proctored Exam System? 

Unfortunately, we cannot help you recover the username or password for your exam. Please keep this email well secured.  

Does the Secured Browser shared in the e-mail intimation and installed on my laptop/ desktop restrict my usage to any other site apart from 

the exam URL? 

No, the Secured Browser although installed on your machine will function only when you click on the exam URL and navigate further in the exam 

process. There would be no restrictions to your regular usage or accessing of any other site/URL while you are not appearing for the examination. 

Can I start the exam immediately after login to the Remote Proctored Exam system? 

No, the allotted time for your exam does not begin until the exam has been unlocked by your proctor after successful verification and till the 

scheduled start time of exam. 
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 Are breaks allowed during my exam? 

No, the candidate is NOT allowed to move away from the webcam or exam screen during the entire exam duration till the question paper has been 

successfully submitted and the Scorecard appears on the exam screen. 

What time should I arrive/login for my exam? 

Arrive at least 45 minutes prior to the scheduled start time of exam by way of login to the Remote Proctored Exam System. If you face any 

technical difficulty while logging in, use Live Chat option on the Remote Proctored Exam login or call on the help-desk number - 022 – 42706501 

Option 9 (between 09:00 am - 05:30 pm) . 

What if I face any technical difficulty during my exam? 

If you face any technical difficulty during the exam use Live Chat option on the Remote Proctored Exam login. If the Proctor is not able to resolve 

the issue you may contact Technical Support Help-desk number on 022 – 42706501 Option 9 (between 09:00 am - 05:30 pm). 

Which ID will be considered as valid during the verification process on the exam day? 

Any original Govt. issued photo ID card for e.g. PAN Card, Aadhar Card, Driving License, Passport, Voter ID, etc, which has the photo of the 

candidate and same name appearing on it as reflecting in the Admit Letter, would be considered as valid during the verification process. A soft 

copy will not be considered for the purpose of identity verification. Likewise, in case of mismatch found either in the name or photo or face of the 

candidate captured with the webcam during the verification process, the candidate would be Rejected/ Disallowed for the examination. 

Will I get an interface to familiarize myself with the exam screen and login process? 

An e-mail will be sent to your registered mail ID  at least 02 working days prior to the scheduled exam date which will contain a link of Practice Test 

to familiarize the candidate with the login process and exam screen. This link will also help you check the system compatibility of your machine so 

that you can get it fixed before the actual exam date, if needed. 

What if I have mistakenly deleted or lost the e-mail containing the username/password for login to the Remote Proctored Exam System? 

Unfortunately, we cannot help you recover the username or password for your exam. 
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Does the Secured Browser shared in the e-mail intimation and installed on my laptop/ desktop restrict my usage to any other site apart from 

the exam URL? 

No, the Secured Browser although installed on your machine will function only when you click on the exam URL and navigate further in the exam 

process. There would be no restrictions to your regular usage or accessing of any other site/URL while you are not appearing for the examination. 

Can I start the exam immediately after login to the Remote Proctored Exam system? 

No, the allotted time for your exam does not begin until the exam has been unlocked by your proctor after successful verification and till the 

scheduled start time of exam. 


